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67263 Display:After editing Word OLE, text dislocation. Czech

68507
Interface:Users consider the three icons for annotative scale in the status bar are not obvious to 

distinction.
Malaysia

70990 Flatten:The Flatten result in attached drawing is different from Acad. UAE 

71111
Tooltip appearance:Users hope GstarCAD can be similar as Acad after seting the maximum width in 

tooltip appearance.
Turkey

72299 BLOCK:Create more than 8 attributer, click the edit properties dialog box, the software crashes. Poland

73541 Mtext location is different from Acad in Thai language. Thailand

74130
EXPORTLAYOUT:Export the attached drawing from model space to layout space, the result is 

incorrect.
Malaysia

75632 Text:Open the attaching drawing in Acad and GstarCAD, the text display different. Korea

76114
Xlstable:Users hope GstarCAD can judge office version when installing and install the 

corresponding.dll file. automatically.
Poland

77500 POLYGON:The polygon size precision is not accurate enough. Korea

77653 OLE:Users hope to add an option "Display OLE text size" which alike Acad. Poland

77752 Text:Copy field expression to text or Mtext, the field is invalid. Korea

78513 LAYOUT:Export the attached drawing from layout space to model space, the result is incorrect. UAE 

78793 DIM:Dimension arc length, some specific loctions will get longer dimension lines. UAE

78821
TABLE:Copy the cells with formula, the cell name used in formula cann't update automatically as 

Acad.
India

78854 TABLE:Unable to display the set precisicion. India
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79046 Crash:Open the attached 2004 format drawing causes crash problem. Columbia

79063 DIMENSION:Unable to display all the dimension text. Korea

79292 COPY: It takes a long time to copy and mirror some specific objects. Korea

79437 MLEDIT:FILLET：Unable to FILLET a pline which has arcs. Czech

79481 Selection cycling:GstarCAD exits abnormally when executing selection cycling. France
Cycle de sélection:Gstarcad sortait de manière anormale lors 

de l’exécution du cycle de sélection.

79589 ADCENTER: In design center, the saved block browsing settings is invalid. Poland

79840 XREF:Unable to change the absolute path to relative path directly. Korea

79881 PLOT:Built-in ISO full bleed A3 settings is different from Acad. Korea

79911 XREF:Uunattach the xref will unattach the nested reference simultaneously. UAE 

79974 TRIM:Unable to trim the hatch in selected region. UAE 

79975 OPEN:Unable to open the attached drawing. Turkey

79987 File tab:Move the cursor to the file name in file tab, it doesn't show the file path. Korea

80292 XREF:relocation a missing xref, unable to search other missing xrefs in this path. UAE 

80306 SNAP: Select a temporary point when snap,it only recognizess "froms". not "fro". UAE

80334 PLOT:The logo printed out is distorted. Turkey

80362 FIELD: Block attribute text couldn't update automatically. Thailand
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80455
BEDIT:Execute BVSTATE command in block editor which has visibility parameter, GstarCAD 

prompt:No Visibility Parameter Present.
Poland

80457 OPEN:It takes long time to open the attached drawing with Xref. korea

80560 ERASE:It takes long time to delete the objects in attached drawing. korea

80605 ARRAY:Spelling mistake "Direction" in array panel.(Internal testing)

80654 BLOCK:The block display abnormally in attached drawing. UAE 

80728 Compatibility:In Acad, open the attached drawing created in GstarCAD causes crash problem. Malaysia

80756 Crash:Open layer manager in 19.1 version causes crash problem. Poland

80775 ETRANSMIT:ETRANSMIT in GstarCAD is slower than Acad. UAE

80781 OPEN:Unable to open the attached drawing in GstarCAD. Columbia

80784 Table:Adjust the cell width in properties couldn't realize the effect in drawing. Poland

80796 RECOVER:Using RECOVER command to open the drawing causes crash problem. Korea

80799
Academic verison:Open the drawing by double click or dragging, it doesn't prompt academic 

version.
Korea

80808 Crash:Crash problem in 18.2 version. Poland

80823
ATTEXT:Export block attribute,layer information shows the objects original layer, rather than the 

block layer.
UAE

80837 Field:Field in attached drawing shows correct in GstarCAD 2018,but not correct in GstarCAD 2019. Columbia

80864 CUI: Users requires to optimize CUI speed.(Internal testing)
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80870 DATAEXTRACTION:Crash problem happens after changing the name. Czech

80946 Crash:Crash problem in 19.1 version. Malaysia

80988
OVERKILL:OVERKILL command can not only delete the repeated objects, but also delete other 

objects.
Korea

80992 OLE:Deleted some text in OLE object causes display problem. Czech

81010 Resource:WORKSPACE-SAVEAS Poland

81025 XLINE:Unable to offset the xline in attached drawing. UAE 

81105 DLI:Unable to recognize the inch value when dimensioning. India

81106 EXTEND:When select the objects to trim or extend, window selection is different from Acad. India

81178 OPTIONS:The options in snap tab are overlapped. Korea

81192
BHATCH: Using the inheritance properties of BHATCH, and the software crashes when clicking the 

region to hatch.
Czech

81209 REFEDIT:In refedit, there is no response when exploding the nested blocks. UAE 

81216 VIEW:Using window selection and save,then it is unable to recover the viewport in layout space. UAE 

81267 FONT:Font in attached drawing is different from Acad. Columbia

81268 FONT:The font display distortion in attached drawing. Columbia

81273 INSERT:Unable to insert the attached drawing. India

81348 XREF:The point style in attached drawing is different from Acad. UAE 
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81352 Filter:Unable to delete filter list by sequence through keyboard. UAE 

81436 Dynamic block:Stretch the dynamic block, the action is different from Acad. Russia

81440 Dynamic block:Attribute text display error in GstarCAD 2019. Russia

81492 VPORT:Execute VPORT command in layout space, the action is abnormal. India

81556 Crash:Unable to open the attached drawing which contains 3D solids. Russia

81598 Crash:Strech the dynamic block, then execute regen command,GstarCAD crashes. Poland

81623 DATAEXTRACTION:extract data from the block, unable to recognize the properties correctly. Poland

81629 TOOLBAR:Draw order ,text and dimension on the toolbar don't work well. Italy

81660
Layer:Open layer manager in layout space in some specific computer, layer properties display 

incompletely.
France

Calque : Quand on ouvrait le Gestionnaire de calque dans 

l'espace papier (présentation), les propriétés des calques 

étaient incomplètes.

81666 REFEDIT:In refedit, there is no response when exploding the nested blocks. Czech

81760 FIELD:After customizing formula for the cell, it shows####. Thailand

81847 DIM:Execute DIMCONT command after dimensioning,GstarCAD crashes. Poland

82011
PAGESETUP:After modify the drawing size in page setup and save it, reopen pagesetup, the drawing 

size hasn't been saved.(Internal testing)

82399 Crash:Exit from block editor causes crash. UAE 

84383
Crash: Hide the ribbon and set the quick access toolbar "show below the ribbon", exit block editor 

causes crash.
UAE 


